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1. Introduction
The description of infinite-volume equilibrium (Gibbs) states of the models in
classical statistical mechanics makes use of the general notion of limiting Gibbs
measures (states). These were characterized quite generally for the systems with
“bona-fide” interactions as measures by Dobrushin-Lanford-Ruelle (DLR) equa
tions, see, e.g. [1]—[5] and Appendix A. For such systems the whole set of limiting
Gibbs measures coincides with the closed convex hull of the set of all weak limits
of finite-volume Gibbs measures (first introduced in [6, 7]) subjected by local spec
ifications to various boundary conditions. On the other hand, for models of the
mean-field type (like the Curie-Weiss ferromagnet), where the interaction depends
on the volume and where there is no notion such as interaction in the infinite
system, one cannot define limiting Gibbs measures via DLR equations. Therefore,
to construct the infinite-volume equilibrium states in this case, one has to exploit
weak limits of finite-volume Gibbs measures or Kolmogorov’s existence theorem,
see [5] and [8]—[10].
For finite systems their corresponding (unique) finite-volume Gibbs measures
are prescribed by the Gibbs ansatz (see Section 2 and Appendix A). This unique
ness manifests the absence of any phase transitions in a finite volume. The interest
in taking the infinite-volume limit has been motivated by understanding of one-
to-one correspondence between different limiting states and different phases.
The description of all limiting Gibbs states for a nontrivial model and arbi
trary temperatures (for high temperatures, as a rule, the uniqueness theorem can
be proved) is a rather difficult problem. For example, this has been solved for
the 2-D Ising model [11], but not for D=:3. A problem arising in the last case
is that, for the low temperature region, besides the two well-known translation-
invariant ferromagnetic states there are a lot of nontranslation-invariant limiting
Gibbs states (Dobrushin phases) [12, 13]. Therefore, for the models exploited
in Statistical Physics, a knowledge of the structure of limiting Gibbs states is of
great interest. The mean-field models are among the most popular ones which
come immediately to mind.
In the case of a homogeneous external field a set of all limiting Gibbs states was
constructed in [8] for ferromagnetic Ising- and in [9, 10] for ferromagnetic n-vector
Curie-Weiss models by means of a generalized quasi-average method.
As indicated in [14] and recently in more general framework, in [15, 16], the
Størmer’s de Finetti-theorem [17] allows one to characterize the infinite-volume
states by the Gibbs variational principle for a very general class of homogeneous
(quantum) mean-field systems.
Recently there has been a considerable interest in the rigorous study of the
thermodynamics of lattice spin systems in the presence of frozen-in random exter
nal fields [18]—[24]. This randomness is referred to as quenched. In contrast to a
homogeneous field, quenched random-field models can manifest a very nontrivial
behavior. “Switching on” a homogeneous external field in the ferromagnetic Ising
model (D 2) is known, see, e.g., [4, 5, 25], to suppress the symmetry break
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ing phase transition. On the contrary, for the ferromagnetic random-field Ising
model (RFIM) in dimensions D 3 a first-order phase transition with symmetry
breaking persists at a weak enough disorder. This statement has been rigorously
established in [21, 22]. Recently, the rounding effect of a first-order phase transition
in quenched disordered systems has been discovered in [24]. Specific implications
are found in RFIM. By refined arguments it is rigorously shown that for D 2 an
arbitrary weak quenched random field suppresses the first-order phase transition.
For all temperatures the infinite-volume Gibbs state (IVGS), for D 2 RFIM, is
unique for almost all (a.a.) field configurations.
The aim of the present paper is to elucidate the problem of construction and
description of the set of IVGS for the Curie-Weiss version of the ferromagnetic
RFIM. Though Curie-Weiss RFIM has been studied from different points of view
(see, e.g., [9, 10] and [26]), including the problems of self-averaging and fluctuations
[19, 27, 28], as far as we know, no complete constructive description of all its IVGS
exists.
Here we develop our approach to IVGS for the Curie-Weiss RFIM started in
[29, 30], stressing that besides the random external field these states depend on
an additional random parameter. A particular manifestation of this additional
randomness is violation of the self-averaging property, e.g., for magnetization.
In [29] we proposed the notion of conditional self-averaging to cover this case.
Definition 1.1 Let {fl}n>1 be a sequence of random variables defined on a prob
ability space (1?, 8(7?.), A). We say that this sequence is partially (conditionally)
self-averaging if there existj a sequence of finite partitions {v, = {D}i}>1
of the space 7? such that for conditional expectations {E(c5IDn)}>1we have the
following convergence in probability A:
urn ( — E(çIV)) 0
and lim A (Dr) exists for each i = 1,2,. .. , k.
T1-00
Remark 1.1. The above construction is equivalent (see, e.g., [31]) to the following:
there is a random variable defined on a probability space (1?’, 13(7?’), A’) such
ht çb — in distribution as n —, oo;
(ii) there exists a finite partition D4, = {D1,D2,. . . , Dk} of 7?.’, generated by the
random variable , i.e., q5() = EyID(), where ID(S) is indicator of the
event D and U1D = 7?’.
If this partition is trivial, k = 1 and 7? = 7?’, then one gets the standard self-
averaging [19, 20]. In this case d-convergence in (i) is equivalent to the convergence
in probability A and one can often prove the convergence with Pr = 1, i.e., A-almost
sure (A-a.s.), see, e.g. [18]—[20].
The main thesis developed in the present paper is the following: the IVGS for
the Curie-Weiss RFIM are random measures (on the space of infinite spin config
urations with corresponding or-algebra of measurable subsets) which, as random
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elements, are defined on an appropriate probability space, see Section 2. There
we introduce a general concept of random IVGS and propose two definitions of
them (see Definition 2.1 and 2.2) relevant to the problem. Two points are ira
portant there. The first is the view on the IVGS as accumulation points of the
sequences of finite-volume Gibbs measures. The second is tb consider the random
IVGS as a limit of the random finite-volume Gibbs measures corresponding to a
sequence of the RFJM Hamiltonians. In Section 3 we illustrate the relevance of
our Definition 2.2 to the case of random IVGS for the Curie-Weiss RFIM. The
regularity condition that is the key to the correctness of our construction (see The
orem 3.3) resembles the consistency condition by Aizenman and Wehr [24]. The
structure of the random IVGS is analyzed in Section 4. Using the explicit repre
sentation for the finite-volume Gibbs state and the Laplace method modified to
accept a random external field (Appendix B) we show that the random IVGS for
the Curie-Weiss RFIM are random mixtures of the pure states which are infinite
product-measures corresponding to the free Ising model in homogeneous fields.
We show there also that by the (generalized) quasi-average method [8, 9] one can
change the distribution of the coefficients in these random mixtures. In Section 5
we consider a particular example when the external field is a stationary sequence
of dichotomous random variables. The thermodynamics of this model was investi
gated in [26]. We consider here two points: the evolution of the random IVGS (we
compare them also with the set of accumulation points) when the system crosses
the critical line on the phase diagram and the conditional self-averaging nature
of the random magnetization in this case. In Appendix A we collect some basic
definitions and properties of the probability measures on the space of the infinite
Ising spin configurations (limiting Gibbs measures). The Laplace method for the
case of Curie-Weiss RFIM is presented in the expositive Appendix B.
2. Setup and Statement of the Problem
Let (, A,p) be a probability space and let h(.) {hj(.)}JEZ be a sequence of
independent identically distributed (R-valued) random variables (i.i.d.r.v.) defined
on this space. Here Z is an arbitrary integer lattice and the distributions F, (z)
p {w : h,(w) x} are identical for all j Z. Then the probability space (R’, F, \)
with the Borel o-algebra F = B(Rz) and the infinite product measure d\ =
dv3 with identical one-dimensional marginals dv,(x) = Fh, (dx) corresponds
to the random field of configurations h(.) : —* RZ. Below we shall denote
by h(w) (or simply by h for short) a realization of the random field h(.), which
corresponds to w ft
Let A C Z be a finite subset with cardinality Al = N. Then the free Ising spin
system in the external field h(w), w e 12, is defined by the Hamiltonian
H(sA; h(w)) = — > h(w)s, s, = +1, (2.1)
jEA
where sA
= {i},A E SA {—1; +l}’. Hence, by the definition of the Gibbs
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state (see Appendix A, Eq. (A.1)) the finite-volume free Gibbs measure for a fixed
configuration h(w) has the form
p(°)t’ A. h
—
exp (/3s,h,(w)) 2 2
A ‘ ‘ W)) — 2coshf3h(w)
,EA 3
The Hamiltonian (2.1) and the measure (2.2) for the free RFIM are independent of
the external spin configurations sA, cf. (A.1). The Curie-Weiss RFIM corresponds
to the perturbation of (2.1) by the Curie- Weiss (CW) ferromagnetic interaction:
HA(s ; h(w)) = — ss, — E h,(w)s,. (2.3)
i,jEA jEA
Here we impose the empty external conditions, otherwise the Hamiltonian (2.3) is
ill-defined because of the infinite-range interaction.
To proceed to the thermodynamics of models (2.1),(2.3) one has to specify
the randomness. The equilibrium properties of the system concern the free-energy
density f(18; h(w)) in the thermodynamic limit, t- lim(.) lir:
f(; h(w)) = t-lim [_in exp (_HA(sA; h(w)))] (2.4)
and infinite-volume Gibbs states corresponding to typical configurations of the ex
ternal field h(.). Since we consider the free-energy density and the Gibbs states
separately for each configuration of the random field h(.), the free and the Curie-
Weiss RFIM are systems with quenched randomness [19J—[24].
By the Strong Law of Large Numbers (SLLN), see, e.g. [31], the free-energy
density (2.4) for the free RFIM (2.1) is A-almost surely (A-a.s. or with Pr = 1)
independent of the fixed configuration h(w) (self-averaging)
f(°)(/3; h(.)) .L —3’ J Fh(dx)ln(2cosh/3x). (2.5)
To construct for (2.1) the infinite-volume Gibbs states we can follow the standard
scheme outlined in Appendix A.
Let 1& 2 2 {}ia; A Z \ A, be a spin configuration outside A and
S() be the set of infinite spin configurations coinciding with a fixed for i E A.
Then the extension of the free measure (2.2) to the Borel cr-algebra B(S) is (see
Appendix A)
P(A; h(w)) = P)(sA; h(w)), A e B(S). (2.6)
SA ErA(AflS(i))
Here 7r: s — sA. Let C1(B) be a cylinder set with support I and base B E 5’.
Then by (2.2) and (2.6) one finds that for C1(B) E C(S), S
jkCi(B); h(w)) = exp
(3s,h,(w))
2 P°(Ci(B); h(w)) (2.7)
a’EBjEI cos 8 ,(w)
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is independent of for all A I. Therefore, by Proposition A.1 the probability
measure P(°)(.; h(w)) is a unique weak limit of the sequence {P(.; h(w))}
ACZ
when A Z, for any fixed configuration h(w). Hence, by Definition A.1 for each
fixed configuration h(w) the probability measure P(°)(.; h(w)) on B(S) is unique
infinite-volume Gibbs state corresponding to the free Ising spin system (2.1).
Remark 2.1. Let the Hamiltonian HA(sA; h(w)) be independent of the configuration
outside A. Then, in spite of explicit dependence of the extension PA,(.; h(w))
on the limiting measure P(.; h(w)) = t-limA,(; h(w)) is independent of
configuration . To verify this, notice that for any cylinder set C1(B) with support
I C A one gets {C1(B) n S()} = lrA(CI(B)). Therefore, (Ci(B); h(w)) =
PA(s’; h(w)), cf. (2.6), is independent of. By Proposition A.1 measure
5A EIrA(CI(B))
P(.; h(w)) on the measurable space (5, B(S)) is uniquely defined by its values on
the cylinder sets: {t- limPA (Ci(B); h(w))}IcZ,BES’
It is clear that we obtain the same result if we follow the line of reasoning of
Proposition A.2. The family of marginals
p9(B; h(w)) = limP(B x 51; h(w)) = P(°(irF’(B); h(w)), (2.8)
B e B(S”), in < oo, satisfies the conditions of Proposition A.2 and the limit
(2.8) is unique for a fixed configuration h(w). The corresponding IVGS is again a
unique infinite product measure P(°)(.; h(w)), see (2.7), indexed by configurations
of the random field h(.).
The above observation could motivate the following generalization of Definition
A.1 for system with Hamiltonians depending on random parameters, e.g., on the
random external field h(.) defined on probability space (, A,p).
Definition 2.1 If for a fixed boundary condition and for p-almost all w the se
quence of probability measures {P(.; h(w))} on B(S) has an unique weak
accumulation point P1(.; h(w)), then we call the random measure P-(.; h(.)) a ran
dom infinite-volume Gibbs state for the random Harriiltonians HA,(sA; h(.)).
If there is a set A c , p(A) > 0, such that the sequence {A,; h(w))}A,
for w E A, has more than one (weak) accumulation point, then we encounter diffi
culties in interpreting them as realizations of some random IVGS, i.e., a measure-
valued random element defined on the probability space ((, A, p).
Remark 2.2. Let the DLR equation for the random Hamiltonians {HA,(sA; h(.))}A
(see (A.2)) have sense for p-almost all (p-a.a.) w e ft Then we could re
solve the above mentioned difficulties by restricting consideration to some suf
ficient subset of boundary conditions . Let the DLR equation have solutions
{Pa(; h(W))}aEA(w) for p-a.a. w f2 and there exists the set {}EM of bound
ary conditions (sufficient subset) that the set of the weak accumulation points of
the sequence {A(.; h(w))} reduces to the unique measure P(.; h(w)) for any
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E {}pEM and
{PiM(•; h(w))} = {Pa(; h(W))}aEA(w)
for p-a.a. w E ft Then for any boundary condition , ,u E M, we can define a
random IVGS as measure-valued random element PIM(.; h(w)), see Definition 2.1.
If card M> 1, then the random infinite-volume Gibbs state is non-unique.
But for the CW RFIM (2.3) the situation is even worse: we cannot use the
DLR equation in this case (see Remark A.1) and the only reasonable boundary
condition for this model has to be empty, i.e., no spins outside the set A. For
mally this corresponds to {s = O}IE, see (2.3). The above observations motivate
the proposal of another construction defining IVGS for random spin systems, in
particular, for RFIM.
Definition 2.2 Suppose that for any cylinder set C E C(S) random variables
{Pj(C;h(.))} on (f,A,p) converge (for At Z) in some o-sense to the random
variable Pg(C;.) on (X,B(X),r). If for r-a.a. x e X there exists a probability
measure P(•;x) on B(S) such that P(C;x) = Pi(C;x) for any C e C(S), then
the random measure P(.;.) we call a random infinite-volume Gibbs state, corre
sponding to the family of the finite-volume Gibbs states {PA,(.; h(.))}A.
Here we have to detail the boundary conditions denoted by . For CW ferro
magnet they are “empty”and we shall drop . The second point is to specify the
0-sense. E.g. for the free RFIM 0-sense means p-a.s. (even for afl u E f’). Then
= X, a (unique) probability measure P(.; w) exists and Definition 2.2 gives the
same as Definition 2.1.
Below we demonstrate the use of Definition 2.2 for CW RFIM when the exis
tence of the measure P(.; x) can be verified by the Kolmogorov theorem.
3. Curi&Weiss Random Field Ising Model
For any fixed w f by the standard linearization trick [32] the finite-volume Gibbs
state for the Hainittonian (2.3) and empty boundary condition can be expressed
as (cf. (2.2))
PA(sA; h(w))
=
1.(cY; h(w))P)(s&; h(w) + y). (3.1)
Here (h(w) + y),EZ = h,(w) + y and tA(dy; h(w)) is a probability measure with
density
ILA(dY; h(w)) exp [—/3NGA(y; h(w))] (3 2)
d
— fR dy exp [—/3NGA(y; h(w))]’
where
GA(y; h(w)) = — > ln cosh [5(h(w) + y)}. (3.3)
jEA
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Now, using (2.6),(2.7) and the explicit expression (3.1) we can extend the finite-
volume Gibbs measure (3.1) to the Borel o-algebra B(S):
PA(A; h(w))
= f L(dy; h(w))(A; h(w) + y), A E B(S) (3.4)
Here is any infinite configuration. (As it has been already mentioned in Remark
2.1, in our case limiting measure P(.; h(w)) is independent of extension.) For the
measure of any cylinder set C1(B), I ç A, B ç S’ one gets (cf. (2.7))
PA(CI(B); h)
= j ,u(dy; h)F(°)(Ci(B); h + y). (3.5)
By compactness arguments (see Proposition A.1) for any fixed configuration h and
A Z, there is at least one subsequence {Aa}A such that PA Fri.
To describe the limiting measures (infinite-volume Gibbs states) {P} in an
explicit way we need the following statement.
Theorem 3.1 Let the probability measure dv, for the quenched random external
field h (see Section s,), be such that fp dv(x) xI <00. Then for A-a.a. configura
tions h there are subsequences {A(h) 1 Z}, such that I.LAa(h)(dy; h) = (dy; h)
and, \-a.s., SUPPPa ç M(v,13) = io e R: minG(y) = G(yo) , where (cf.(3.3))
yER )
G(y) =
— JR1
dv(z)lncosh[/3(x+y)j. (3.6)
Proof. By Lemma B.1, for A I Z one gets GA(y; h) ‘ G(y) and this convergence
is locally uniform in y E R. Hence, by definition (3.2) and Eq. (3.6), for any e > 0
there exists compact K c R such that for A-a.a. configurations h and all large
enough A C Z we have A(R\K; h) <&. Then the first assertion of the theorem is
a consequence of Prohorov’s compactness theorem [31] for each h from the above
mentioned set of the )-a.a. configurations. According to Corollary B.2 we have
fa jtA(h)(dy; h)g(y) 0 for any continuous function g with a compact support
such that supp g fl M(v, i3) = {O}. Thus, any accumulation point i.t(dy; h) of the
sequence {A(dy; h)}A has support in M(v, /3).
Corollary 3.1 For -a.a. configurations of the quenched field h the set of infinite-
volume Gibbs states {P} for the Curie-Weiss RFIM is non-empty and they are
quasi-free, i.e., (linear convex) superpositions of the shifted free states, cf. (3.5),
P(A; h)
= / u(dy; h)P(°)(A; h + y), A E B(S), (3.7)
where weak limits {(dy; h)} are defined by Theorem 3.1.
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Proof. Let for a fixed h from the \-a.a. configurations of Theorem 3.1 FAa(h)
Then by this theorem there is a subsequence {I’A }A1 (where {A1,} is a subsequence
of {Aa(h)}) such that ILA7 = ,,. For any cylinder set C e C(S) there is a large
enough A. supp C that for all A(D A1,) Z we can use (3.5). Hence, by the weak
convergence of the sequence {/A,.}A one gets PA1(C; h) —* Pa(C; h), where Pa
is the quasi-free state defined by (3.7) and consequently PAa(h)(C; h) Pa(C; h).
The last observation, together with Proposition A.1, completes the proof for any
Borel set A E B(S). S
Remark 3.1. Let M(v,3) = {yo(/3)}, i.e., the function (3.6) has a unique minimum.
Then for A-a.a. configurations h the sequences {(dy; h)}A have unique (non
random) accumulation point a(dy; h) = S(y — yo(3))dy. Therefore, in this case
we get for the Curie-Weiss RFIM the (unique) random IVGS (see Definitions 2.1
and 2.2) which, according to (3.7), is “shifted” free state:
Pcz(A; h) = P°(A; h + yo), A B(S). (3.8)
Remark 3.2. Let, for instance, M(zi, 6) = {yoz(,6),yo2ca)}, see Section 4 and ex
ample in Section 5. Then Theorem 3.1 describes a general structure of the weak
accumulation points {a(dy; h)}a of the sequence {I.LA(dy; h)}A for \-a.a. h:
Pa(’1Y h) = PAa(h)(Y; h) = [taS(y — yoi) + (1 — ta)S(y — 7/02)] dy. (3.9)
Here the coefficients t E [0,11 depend, in general, on the configuration h(w) and
the particular choice of subsequence {Aa(h)} for a fixed h(w).
Therefore, it is important to investigate the relevance of Definition 2.2 for the
case when the set M(z.s, 3) contains more then one point. By Remark 3.2 it could
be anticipated that IVGS for the Curie-Weiss RFIM are a “random mixtures”
of the shifted free states (3.8). Below we elucidate this point in the frame of
Definition 2.2.
First, suppose that the 0-sense, for convergence of random variables in Defi
nition 2.2, coincides with PA(C; h(.)) - P(C; .), C C(S), as A I Z, in prob
ability on the common probability space (1, A, p) = (X, B(X), r). Here
means that lim,,p{w E : I(w) — (w)I > } = 0 for any e > 0, see, e.g. [31].
Then it is easy to verify that the random variables pr(B; h(S)) limATz PA(7rh
ir1(B); h(.)), F c A, B E 5(5”), make up a family of consistent marginals
for p-a.a. w E ft Hence, by Proposition A.2 (Kolmogorov’s theorem) for p
a.a. w E they generate a unique probability measure P(; h(w)) on (5; B(S)).
So, by Definition 2.2 the random measure P(.; h(.)) is a random IVGS. The
next statement gives sufficient conditions for convergence of the random variables{Pi,(C; h(.))}A , C C(S), in probability.
Theorem 3.2 If for the sequence of random measures {jL(dy; h(.))}A there exists
measure i.(dy; h(.)) 3uch that the random variables
Ja tLA(dy; h(.))(y) - J p.(dy; h(-))(y), (3.10)
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as A Z, for any continuous function ço C(R), then
PA(C; h(.)) -* F(C; h(S)) P(C; .), C e C(S), (3.11)
where random probability measure
P(.; h(.))
= f’ (dy; h(.))P(°)(.; h(.) + y).
Proof. According to (2.7) (y) F(°)(C; h(w) + y) C(R) for any C E C(S) and
w e ft Then by condition (3.10) and the explicit formula (3.5) one gets (3.11) for
C C(S). The last step is extension of the measure (3.11) from the cylinder sets
C(S) to the probability measure on B(S). S
Remark 3.3. Now, let the c-sense in Definition 2.2 coincide with
PA(C; h(.)) - F(C;
.), C C(S),
as A T Z, in distribution. Here - means that Ef() = Ef() for
any bounded continuous function f(.), see, e.g. [31]. Then, in general, (, A,p)
(X, 13(X), r) and A(C; h(.)) -* P(C;.) means that P(C;.) is a symbol (represen
tative) of the family {Pc(C; of all random variables with the same distribution
function r {Pc(C;.) x} = r {13(C;.) <}, Vx e R. Therefore, in this case in
general, the random variables pr(M;.) = d-limA1ZPA(lrA o ir1(M); h(.)) do not
inherit additivity or consistency of the finite-volume marginals
{F(ir o 7rr1(M); h(.))}, M e
For example, the marginals pr(M;.) and p(M x 5:’; •), D F, M e B(St’),
can be realized on (X, 13(X), r) as independent random variables.
Suppose there exists measure (dy;.) on (X, 13(X), r) such that for the random
measures ILA(dy; h(.)) we have (cf. (3.10))
fRI
I.LA(dy; h(.))(y) -* j ,u(dy; .)cp(y), (3.12)
as A Z, and C(R). It is clear that if in the family of all possible (weak)
d-limits of the sequence {iA}A we fix a representative t*(dy; x) x e X, then for
this unique and independent of F representative the marginals
p(M;
= IR’ *(d x)P°’(iri1(M); h(w)), M e
13(5T) (3.13)
for each fixed (x, w) e X x f, are a consistent family of the probability
measures on (Si’, B(Sr)), F c Z. Hence, by the Proposition A.2 (Kolmogorov’s
theorem) there exists a (random) probability measure on (5,13(5)) that has the
form (cf. (3.11))
P(.; h(w))
= fRI
*(dy; x)P°; h(w)), (x, w) e X x ft (3.14)
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Remark 3.4. If f uA(dy; h(•))y(y) — JR’ ,u(dy; .)p(y) - 0, as A Z, for any p e
C(R), then this implies ffl i(d’; h(.))(y) - Ia’ p(dy; .)ço(y). Therefore, to
construct the limiting Gibbs states we have to return to Theorem 3.2.
Let I = {i1,i2. . . , i} be a finite subset of Z and D (Ti1) (®lhk) ®
be the subset of configurations {hj}IEz = h with the fixed realization
on I. Then pA(dy; h1Ti) is a random measure-valued function on the probability
space (D(1i1),13(D(1i)), fljEZ\I v,) defined by restriction to D(hi): pA(; hIhi) =
I.LA(•; h)ID(Ti.
The following statement establishes sufficient conditions for convergence of the
random variables {A(C; h(.))}A, C E C(S), in distribution.
Theorem 3.3 Suppose that for any finite subset Ic Z the sequence {ILA(dy;h(.))}A
3(Ltisfies the regularity condition for some measurep4(dy;.) (cf. (9.12)):
f, ILA(dY; hjiij)ço(y) IR’ u(dy; x)’(y), p E C(R), (3.15)
as A I Z. Then for any cylinder set C E C(S) and A I Z one gets
PA(C; h(.)) -* Px(C; h(.)) E f, (dy; x)P°(C; h(S) + y), (3.16)
see also (8.14).
Proof. By Eq. (2.7) for any C C(S) we get: 5(C; h(.) + y) = P(°)(C; hr(.) +
y) E C(R) if suppC = I C A. Here hj hIIc. Then by Eq. (3.5) PA(C; h) =
(P(°)(C; h+y)),, where < — >,= fp, j(dy; h)(—). Hence, by (2.7) PA(C; h)
(P(°)(C; h1<, + y)), and by the definition of restriction to D(hj) one has
(P°(C; hr + Y)),LA
= J, ILA(dY; hIhic)P°(C; hi + y). (3.17)
Therefore, using the regularity condition (3.15) we get for (3.17) that
(P°(C; hir + y)),. - (P(°)(C; + y)),4, (3.18)
when AIZ. This proves the assertion (3.16) because P(°)(C; hi+y) = P(°)(C; h+
see (2.7).
In the next section we use the results of Theorems 3.1—3.3 and Remark 3.1
to elucidate the structure of the random IVGS for the Curie-Weiss RFIM in the
frame of Definition 2.2.
4. Random Infinite-Volume Gibbs States
To get explicit formulas we consider a particular case when cardM (ii, 3) 2, see
Remarks 3.1 and 3.2. For cardM(v, 3) > 2 we encounter difficulties in an explicit
description of the structure of the limiting measures o-limATz I.LA(dy; h).
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Theorem 4.1 Let h(.) = {h,(.) e be a sequence of i.i.d.r.v. (correspond
ing to external (quenched) random field for the Curie- Weiss model (2.3,)) defined
on the probability space (c2, A,p) with v(x) p{w E f : h3(w) x} satisfying
fRi dv(z)IzI < oo. Let the function G(y) (2.6) be such that M(v,3) = {yol,yo2}
and 8G(yoj) > 0, i = 1, 2. Then the sequence {IA(dy; h(•))}A satisfies the regu
larity condition (3.15), where
(dy; x) = {t(x)S(y — yoi) + (1 — t(x))S(y — yo2)} dy. (4.1)
Here t(.) {0, 1} is random variable t(.) = {0, 1} with Pr(t(.) = 0) = Pr(t(.) =
1) = , cf. (3.9).
We start the proof with the following
Lemma 4.1 Let M(v,j3)
= {yoj}i and 8G(yo) JC: > 0 (i = 1,2,... ,m). If
for each y E M(v,,8) and for p-a.a. w 12 there exi3ts the sequence {}A such
that t9GA (y; h(w)) = and y —* y, as ATZ. Then the random variables
IA(i,j; h(.)) = /3\/f [c (y; h(.)) — CA (y,); h(.))] , i,j = 1,2,... ,m. (4.2)
converge in distribution,
hr.A(i,j;h(.)) N(0;D1, (4.3)
to the Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance D, and for A-a.a.
(dA
= H,Ez dv3) configurations h each of the following event:
{A(i,j;h) > C}and{A(i,j;h) < —C},
occurs for infinitely many terms of the sequence {1A(i,j; h)}A for any C > 0.
Proof. Expanding the function GA(y; h) (3.3) around the point Yo2, one gets
(A)
GA (y; h)
=
h)
+ o — Yoi)3. (4.4)
Now, applying the Law of the Iterated Logarithm (see, e.g. [31}) to the sum of the
i.i.d.r.v.
dGA h(.)) = 1
— tanh3 (yoi +h1())j, (4.5)
y LEA
(here E [tanh1i3(y +h1(.))J y by definition of yo) we obtain that (7A,1(h) =
o (N±) for A-a.a. configurations h and e > 0. According to Lemma B.4, for
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(A)
A-a.a. configurations Ii we have the estimate y — = o (N-
+e). Therefore,
we can represent (4.2) as follows
cosh1ô(yo,+hi(.))
.._Eiflc051Y02+M”’
A(:,i; h(.)) = [in cosh (y+hz()) cosh (y+hl(.))j+02).
(4.6)
Hence, the assertions of lemma are a consequence of the Central Limit Theorem
and the Law of the Iterated Logarithm. S
Proof (of Theorem 4.1). First of all, let us note that existence of the sequence
which we need for validity of Lemma 4.1, is the assertion of Corollary
B.1. Using the explicit formulas (3.2) and (3.3), we get for the “conditional”
measure I.LA(•; h(•))ID(1i1the following representation
flJEI cosh16(y + ,) exp {—I3NGA\r(y; h(.))j
ILA(dy;h(•)lhI) = f dy fljE’ cosh(y + j) exp [—NGA\I(y; h)(.)j
dy, (4.7)
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where GA\I(y; h(.)) = — E,€1iin cosh(h(.) + y). Then, by the Laplace
method (see Lemma B.3) and (4.2) we obtain for the left-hand side of (3.15) that
Lt ILA(dy; h(.)Iiii)(y) = tA(h())9()) + i tA(h())) ()) + o (N-’),(4.8)
as N — co, where the random variable
tA(h()) = { + (y; h(.)) 1L8GA (y; h(.)) j
cosh/3 + i) cosh,6 + h(.))
-1
xII
jEl cosh + j) cosh () + h(.))
exp {—A(2, 1; h(.))] } . (4.9)
Therefore, using the conditions ôG(yoj) > 0, i = 1,2, Lemma B.1 and Lemma 4.1,
for any e > 0 we can estimate by (4.9) the probability pe:
lim Pr {tA(h(.)) E [e, 1 —
N-c.o
1 f dze< lim Pr{fA(2, 1; h(.))I <
= 2D,J[-6,6]
xp (2D
1
N-eoo 21)
for any arbitrary small 6 > 0. Hence, p 0 and tA(h(.)) -* t(.) E {0; 1}, as
A I Z, where, by symmetry of the distribution of the random variable (4.3), one
gets Pr{t(.) = 1} = Pr{t(.) = 0} — 1 5
— 2
Corollary 4.1 The random infinite-volume Gibbs state (3.14) in this case has the
quasi-free form (see (3.16)), (4.1)):
1’x(; h) = t(x)P°(.; h + yoi) + (1 — t(x))1°(; h + y02), (4.10)
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where t(.) = 0, 1 is dichotomous random variable with equal probabilities for 0
and 1.
Remark 4.1. Distribution (4.10) is independent of the limiting convexity (strength of
2 ((A) ‘minima, see Definition B.1) limA1z8GA Yo ; hj = c2 > 0, z = 1, 2, in the vicinity
of the minima {yo}2, as well as, of theirs positions and finite configurations
,
h1, see (4.9). A more complicated situation corresponds to the case when the
type of at least one of the minima is greater then 1, see Definition B .1.
Remark 4.2. If cardM(v,,c3) = m > 2, then even in the case of minima of the first
order we encounter a more complicated situation. Using the same arguments as
above, we obtain that in the limit A I Z
pA(dy;h()(hr) —yj)dy, = 1. (4.11)
For the coefficients t(t)(.) E {0; 1} the formula similar to (4.9) holds true. But in
this case (m> 2), we have more than one random coefficient, see (4.11). Therefore,
to get an explicit formula for t(dy;.) we have to calculate a joint distribution for
these coefficients. It turns out that {t()(.)}1are dependent random variables and
the calculation of the corresponding joint distribution is rather difficult problem.
So, in the case rn> 2 we get an incomplete answer on the question. The random
IVGS has the form
(‘; h(.)) = t(x)F°(.; h(.) + yoj, t(() = 1. (4.12)
where t(:)(.) e {0; 1}.
Remark 4.3. If carclM(i.s; /3) = 1 we return to Remark 3.1 and get a (unique)
random free Gibbs state (3.8).
Summarizing all we got by expressions (4.10) and (4.12), one concludes that
the IVGS constructed above for the Curie-Weiss RFIM is a (quasi-free) random
mixture of the free states {p(0)(.; h(.) +0j}m1,which are pure product-measures,
see Section 2. The problem of decomposition of the IVGS into pure (extreme)
Gibbs states is one of the main question of this theory [1]—{5]. The standard
approach for scanning all limiting Gibbs states is to change boundary conditions ,
see [1]—[7J. We indicated there (see also Section 2) that for the CW ferromagnet the
only admissible one is the empty boundary condition which formally corresponds
to {s = O}ç. As it was discovered in [8, 9], see also [29], selection of the different
IVGS of the Curie-Weiss-Ising model can be realized by the different choice of the
infinitesimal external fields (the generalized quasi-average method). This means
that instead of (2.3) one has to consider the perturbed Hamiltonian
()HA” = HA(sA; h(.)) + Si, p > 0. (4.13)
iEA
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Then function (3.3) takes the form G(y; h()) GA(y; h(.) —h0N). Hence,
expanding GA(y; h(.) —h0N) one gets
G°)(y; h(.)) = GA(y; h(.)) + tanh {ø ( + ii, +eh0Njj, o <e < i.
jEA (4.14)
By the SSLN, the last term in (4.14) does not influence on the A-a.s. convergence
of (4.14) to G(y), see (3.6). But it can drastically change the limiting distribution
of the variable
i1’)(i,j;
.) =d-limi(i,j; h(.)) =d-lim {v[G(y; h(.))—G(y; h(.))j }.
(4.15)
Using the line of reasoning of Lemma 4.1 we distinguish the following cases:
(a) p> . Then the external field is switching out too fast to change the distri
bution of the random variable (4.15). So, z)(i,j; (.)) = .iV(0; .D,), cf. (4.3),
and we get the same results (4.1) and (4.10) as for h0 = 0.
(b) p = . Then by (4.14) and Lemma 4.1 we get for (4.15) that
lim’ki,j;h(.)) .Af(0;D)+ho(yo —yoj). (4.16)
Therefore, by (4.9) we obtain for the distribution of the dichotomous variable
t(.) e {0; 1} the following:
Pr{t(.) = 1} = j d exp {_ + ho(yo:— yoi)}2 }; (4.17)
Pr{t(.) = 0} = 1 — Pr{t(.) = 1}.
(c) 0 <p < . Now the external field in (4.13),(4.14) is switching out too slowly
and formally correspond to h0 — oc (as h0 N’) in the case (b). Then by
(4.16) and (4.17) we get that {t°(h(.))}A converge to a degenerate random
variable:
(P)( ( ‘ A-a.s. f1 if sign[ho(y02 — yoi)] = 1
Atz ( 0 if sign[ho(y02 — !Ioi)1 =
Consequently, the quasi-average method (4.13) gives the following limiting Gibbs
states:
(a) p,1’>(.; h(.))
= P(.; h(.)), see (4.10).
(b) p(P)( h(.)) = t(x)P(°)(.; h(.) + yoi) + (1 — t(x))P(°)(; h(.) + yo2),
where by the amplitude h0 in (4.13) we can vary the distribution of the
dichotomous random variable t(.) e {0; 1} from Pr(t(.) = 0) = for h0 = 0
to Pr(t(.) = 0) = 0 or 1 for ho(y02
—
yoi) —. ±00, respectively (see case (c)).
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(c) P<(.; h()) coincides, in this case, with one of the pure states F(°)(.; h(.) +
Yol) or P(°)(.; h(.) + yo2) according the rule (4.18).
Thus, stimmarizing we get the following statement about the structure of the
random IVGS for the Curie-Weiss RFIM in the case when cardM(zi; 3) 2.
Theorem 4.2 Assume that conditions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied. Then by the
quasi-average method (4.13) one gets that the Infinite-Volume Gibbs States for the
Curie- Weiss RFIM are the random mixtures of pure (free) states:
Px(A; h(.)) = t(x)P(°)(A; h(.) + yoi) + (1 — t(x))P°(A; h(.) + yo2), A B(S).
(4.19)
Here the dichotomous random variable t(.) E {O; 1} has distribution (4.17) defined
by the “fading out” of the infinitesimal external field in (4.13). The extreme cases
p> and 0 <p < correspond formally to h0 = 0 and h0 — ±oo respectively.
Remark 4.4. By t(.)(1 — t(.)) = 0 one gets that for each realization of x E X
the state (4.19) (as well as (4.12)) is pure. So, in contrast to the non-random
CW model [8]—[10j, the coefficients in decompositions (4.12),(4.19) never be really
mixing, i.e., 0 <t() <1.
5. Example and Discussion
First we illustrate our results for the simple case of the dichotomous fields, with
probability density
dz4h)
dh =1/2[S(h—H)+S(h+H)j.
It is clear that in this case function GA(y; h), see (3.3), may be rewritten as
GA(y; h) = G(y)
— 23H ( N h1) g(y), (5.1)
where G(y) is an even function given by (3.6), and g(y) is the odd function
‘—1
Jcosh[,c3(y+H)]
gky, ncosh[j3(y — H)]
Here 8 = 8 is the temperature of the system.
This model has been carefully studied by Salinas and Wreszinski [26], and it
has been shown that there is H = 1/2 such that for H > Hc the function
G(y) will have only one global (quadratic) minimum of the type 1 at y = 0, i.e.,
m = 1, Ic = 1, see Definition 13.1. If the structure of the minima being so, we say
that the system is in the paramagnetic phase.
For 0 H Hc there is a decreasing continuous function 8(H) of critical
temperatures such that 8(0) = 1 and 8(Hc) = 0; for 8 > 8(H) the system is
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in paramagnetic phase, while for S < 8(H) the function G(y) has two different
symmetric global minima of the type 1 (m = 2, Ic1 = k2 = 1). See Fig. 1.
At the curve = 8(H) the situation is the following. There is H > 0, H <
Hc, such that if H <He, G(y) has one global minimum of the type 2 (m = 1, Ic =
2) at y = 0. If H = H, again there will be only one global minimum at y = 0 but
of the type Ic = 3. This is a so-called tricritical point. Finally, if lit <H Hc,
then G(y) will have three quadratic global minima (m = 3, Ic1 = Ic2 = Ic3 = 1), one
at y=O and the other two symmetric. See Fig. 1.
We now turn to the structure of the IVGS for this model first in the sense of
Definition 2.2, see also Fig. 1 and 2.
In all the cases when m = 1 (Ic = 1,2) we get a (unique) random Gibbs State
which coincides with the free Gibbs measure P(O)(.; h) because yo = 0, see Remark
4.3. The same follows immediately from the representation (5.1): f(yo = 0) = 0
and GA(y; h(.)) is independent of h. Hence, Definitions 2.1 and 2.2 in this case
coincide.
If m = 2, k1,2 = 1, then the problem of the structure of the IVGS is completely
resolved by the Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1 (see also Remark 4.1). Again, one
could deduce these results directly from the representation (5.1) and the simple
structure of the random variable A(2,1; h(.)) = —= h,(.), Yo2 = Yoi =
vN jEA
y > 0, see (4.6),(4.9) or (B.8),(B.9). Then by (5.1) the events
{h : GA(yW;h) > (<)GA(y;h)} = {h : CA = sign (Eh) =
Therefore, by the Central Limit Theorem for E,EA h,(.) one obtains from (4.9)
that Pr{t(.) = 0, 1} = 1/2. Using the qua3i-average method (4.13), we can change
this distribution as explained in (4.17).
For m = 3 (Ic1,213 = 1), instead of the general theory (see Remark 4.2), it is
easier to exploit the representation (5.1). Hence, GA(yo2 = 0; h(.)) = C(yo2) and
this minimum has to be taken into account together with —Yoi Yo3 = y > 0 if
the following event Ii: — 0 occurs as Al Z, see Corollary B.2. But
vN, )
the probability of this event is zero and by the above arguments we get
limPr{h: GA(y; h) <nun {GA(y; h), GA(y; h)] }
limPr {h: GA(y; h) <mm [GA(y; h), GA(y; h)j} =
Therefore, in decomposition of the random IVGS (4.12) we get three dichotomous
random variables {t(1)(.) = 0, i}3 but in contrast to Remark 4.2 the correlations
between them are trivial because of Pr{t(2)(.) = 0} = 1. Hence, t(’)(.) (1—t(3)(.))
and Pr{t(1)(.) = 0, 1} = 1/2. Again, using the qua3i-average method (4.13), one
can change these distributions.
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For this exactly soluble model we can investigate the relation between IVGS in
the sense of Definition 2.2 and the compactness arguments, see Corollary 3.1 and
Remarks 3.1,3.2 which motivate our approach to the random IVGS for Curie-Weiss
RFIM.
For m = 1 (k = 1,2) these arguments lead to the same result implied by
Definition 2.1 and 2.2, see Remark 3.1. If m = 2 (k1,2 = 1), then by Corollary B.2
we get
JL1i(dy; h)y(y) = tA(h)y(!4l) + (1 — tA(h)) cp(y) + O(N1) (5.2)
where Al Z and
1 —1
tA(h) = { + ] exp [-vA(2, 1; h)] } . (5.3)
For \-a.a. fixed h e {—H, H}z and any fixed lc e one can choose a subsequence{A)(h)} so that
= kH, A)(h)I = Nk)(h), (5.4)
jEA(h)
and NTck)(h) —* cc, as n —* cc. Below we put A)(h) = A and Njc)(h) = N for
short. Then we get (see (5.1))
k
GA(y; h) = G(y) —2(Y) (5.5)
and equation
y = (i.
+
tanh6(y + H) + (.
—
tanh,6(y — H) (5.6)
which defines the minima
2
Using the same line of reasoning as in the
proof of Lemma B.4, we get the follwing results
i1,2 (5.7)
where {a} are some bounded sequences. As it has been already mentioned
above, in our case:
—Yoi = 1102 = y > 0. Here y is a positive solution of the
equation
11 = {tanh/3(y + H) + tanh/3(y — H)].
Therefore, when A I Z, we obtain from (4.2),(5.3) and (5.7) that
tA(h) = {1 + exp[_kg(y*)]}l + 0 (tv;). (5.8)
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Hence, in the case m = 2 the set {pa(dy; h)}a of all weak accumulation point.s for
the measures {(dy; h)}A can be described as
{(i + exp[_kg(y)])1S(y + y) + (1 + exp[kg(y*)])_l SQ,
—
Y)}kEZ (5.9)
The corresponding family of the infinite-volume (quasi-free) Gibbs states has the
form (3.7).
In the case of m = 3 (hi)2,3 = 1) we have {yoi = —y; yo2; Yo3 = y}. By the
same choice of subsequence {A’)(h)}, (5.4), using (5.5) and the arguments of
Remark 4.2 and Lemma B.3, we obtain for the family {j&(dy; h)}a of the weak
accumulation points in this case the following representation
{ [exp (—g(y’)) 8y + y + y) + exp (g(y)) (y — )] } (5.10)
Here Zk(y) = 1+2 cosh (g(y)). The corresponding family of the infinite-volume
(quasi-free) Gibbs states again is described by (3.7).
Now we can explain the relation between the families of accumulation points
(5.9),(5.10)and the random measures
ILX,m=2(dY) = [t(’)(.)S(y + y) + (i. — t(’)(.)) S(y — y)j dii; (5.11)
IX,m=3(dY) = [t(’)(.)S(y + y*) +t(2)(.)S(y) + (i — t(fl(.) — t(2)(.)) e5(y — y)J
where dichotomous variables {t(1)(.)}
2
are defined above. For a fixed “typical”
configuration h one can look over all po.sible accumulation points of the sequence
{itA(dy; h)}A by “tuning” in an appropriate way the subsequences {A(h)}, see
(5.4). Therefore, Definition 2.1 in this case is not relevant. The transition to
Definition 2.2 is implied by the release of configuration h. Then for any fixed
subsequence {Aa}a one can “measure” (using the probability distribution A on
(Rz, 13(R9)) how “often” the sum h, be in the interval [kH, (k + S)H} for a
jEA
small S > 0. But by the Central Limit Theorem this sum is of the “order” vW.
Hence, the “typical” (in probability A) values of k in (5.9) and (5.10) are ±oo with
Pr = 1/2. This immediately reduces (5.9),(5.10) to (5.11).
Finally, we discuss the problem of the conditional self-averaging for the Curie-
Weiss RFIM, see Definition 1.1 and Remark 1.1. For m = 2 (k1,2 = 1) according
to the line of reasoning of the Theorem 4.1 we get for the magnetization
mA(h) = sPA(sA; h),
iEA SAESA
which is a random variable on the probability space (RZ; B(R9; A), see (3.1) and
(4.8), that
mA(h) = tanh3 + h,) 4(h) + o(1) (5.12)
=1,2 jEA
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as N —* co. Here t = 1 — t, (4.8). By the same theorem one also gets that the
random variables
t5(h)
—1A(2,1;h)>O - 0, (5.13)
as A t Z, in probability. By (5.1) and by the definition of the random variable
CA = sign ( E,EA h,) we obtain = IcA+(_)1. Here I{.} is the
indicator of the event {.}. So, using (5.12) and (5.13) by Definition 1.1 and Remark
1.1 we obtain for the magnetization that
lim[mA(h) — E(mA(h)IcA)] -* 0. (5.14)
Therefore, for A large enough, it is close to the random variable which is a condi
tional expectation for given algebra generated by atoms D(A) = {h: CA(h) = ±1}.
This property we call the conditional (or partial) self-averaging of magnetization
[29].
For m = 3 (k112,3 = 1), see (5.10),(5.11), by the above arguments about the
structure of the IVGS we get the same limit (5.14).
For m = 1, we say that the magnetization is self-averaging, since in this case
mA(h) converges A-a.s. to a “non-random” value, cf. (2.4) and (5.12). For finite but
large enough A, the probability density of mA(h) is concentrated in a peak around
this value and converges to a degenerate distribution as described in Remarks 3.1
and4.3form=1, k=1.
Still according to these statements, if m> 1 then liImA(h(.)) Ei t()()yoj,
in distribution. However, t(’)(.) are random variables, though they may be in a
completely different probability space than the one where the random fields h are
defined, with probabilities that we have just calculated in this simple example.
Again, for finite but sufficiently large A, the density of probability of mA(h) will
be concentrated in peaks around the yc, with relative weights given, e.g., by the
probabilities (4.17). Therefore, the limiting magnetization is now a random vari
able with nondegenerate distribution, i.e., it manifests the partial (or conditional)
self-averaging property. An application on the quasi-average procedure allows one
to select any pure phase and to restore the standard self-averaging property.
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Appendix A
For the reader’s convenience, here we recall briefly some basic definitions and
properties of the probability measures on the space of Ising spin configurations,
see, e.g. [3]—[5J and [31, 33].
Suppose that for each i Z of an arbitrary integer lattice Z, we have a copy S
of the site-configuration space S = {—1, 1} (Ising spin). Then the product space
S = flz S is the space of the Ising spin configurations s = {‘}EZ for the system
on Z. For any finite subset A C Z we define a projection 7rA : s —+ = {si}EA,
JAj <oo is cardinality of A.
LetI={i1,...,i}CZ. ThenCIfl(Bfl)={sES:{8l}EIEBflCS”}isa
cylinder set in S with base B and support I,. By definition,C1(B X =
Cj(B) and the intersection and union of two cylinder sets are again cylinder sets.
If we denote by E the o-algebra of the subsets in S generated by all cylinder sets
C(S), then (S, E) is a measurable space.
Let the set S = {—1, 1} be endowed with the discrete topology r0. Then the
space S can be topologized by the product topology r = fI1r1, i.e., by the weakest
topology on S for which all functions ir : S
— S, i E Z, are continuous. The base
of this topology consists of the sets {nEI (ir1 [U}) : U1 E r}1, where {I} are a
finite subsets of Z. The o-algebra B(S) generated by the open sets of the product
topology r (Borel aS-algebra of 5) coincides with E.
By the Tychonoff theorem, compactness of S, in the topology T0 implies com
pactness of S in the product topology T. On the other hand, the formula p(s, s’) =
EIEz 211u11IssI, where is a Eucidean norm on Z, defines a metric in the space
S. The topology defined on S by the metric p coincides with the product topology
r. Hence, the space (5, p) is a compact metric space and, as a consequence, it is
complete and separable.
Let C(S) denote the (Banach) space of bounded, continuous, real-valued func
tions f : 5 —* R with norm Its : SUPSES If(s)I = If Its <oo. The set of cylinder
functions Ce(S) consisting of f(s) = 1 and all finite linear combinations of char
acteristic functions
,
)(s), {C, C(S)},, be a subaigebra of C(S) which
separates points of S. By the Stone- Weierstrass theorem, the subalgebra Ce(S) is
II Its-dense in C(S).
A natural way that probability measures arise on the compact space S is via
the Riesz-Markov representation theorem: all Borel probability measures M(S)are
in one-to-one correspondence with positive linear functionals £ on the space C(S)
with norms equal to one. This means that for any 1 E £ there exists a unique
probability measure P on B(S) such that l[f]
= f dP f (f)p for any f E C(S).
It is clear that space of the functionals £ belong to the unit sphere of the space
C*(S) dual to the Banach space C(S). Therefore M(S) is a convex subset of the
regular Borel measures corresponding to C’(S) via the Riesz-Markov theorem.
To define limiting Gibbs states on the measurable space (5, B(S)), one has to
topologize the set M(S). The natural way is to consider topologies generated on
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M(S) by the ones on the space C(S). The most important for probability theory
is the weak-* topology (the vague topology): the weakest topology on C*(S) in which
all the functions F1e : 1 —* l[f], f C(S), are continuous. So, {Ff} C C**(S). The
corresponding neighborhood base at P E M(S) is given by sets of the form:
eM(S): jdPf _jdf <e, f C(S),i = 1,2,...,k}.
This is nothing but the well-known topology of weak-convergence on M(S), and
we write P = For P = w-limP if lim00(f)p = (f)p for any f C C(S).
The importance of the weak convergence topology on M(S) becomes clear
after the following
Proposition Ad The set M(S) is compact with respect to the topology of weak
convergence and P,. P in M(S) if and only if P(C) —* P(C) for all cylinder
3et3 C e C(S)
Proof. Let {P}>1 be a sequence in M(S). Since any cylinder set C is defined
by its finite-dimesiona.l base B, the set C(S) is countable. Then by the diagonal
sequence trick one can find an infinite subsequence {‘}1>such that limPi(C)
exists for each C C(S). Therefore, the lim (f)p, exists fr all cylinder functions
fl —*00
f e Cc(S). By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, Ce(S) is dense in C(S). Hence, the
lim&..+00(f)p, = L{f] exists for any f e C(S) and L[.] defines a non-negative linear
functional on C(S) with L[f = 1] = 1. Then, by the Riesz-Markov theorem, there
exists a measure P M(5) such that L[f] = f dP f. Therefore, P’ P, i.e., the
set M(S) is compact with respect to weak convergence. Now, let C C C(S), then
the function f(s) = Xc(s) is continuous. So, P,r = P implies (xc)p —f (xc).p, i.e.,
P(C)
— P(C). To prove the converse one can again apply the Stone-Weierstrass
theorem. Then the convergence F(C) —* P(C) for all cylinder sets and the density
of the subalgebra Ce(S) in C(S) implies P = P.
Remark A.1. The first part of Proposition A.1 follows from the Banach-Alaoglu
theorem about weak-* compactness of the unit ball in C(S).
Proposition A.1 is a key to the general notion of the infinite-volume Gibbs
measure (state) on the configuration space S as first introduced by Minlos [6] and
Ruelle [7].
Let S) {s e $ : s = ,,j = Z \ A}. Then the sequence {}i is
specified by the extensions {A(.)} on B(S) of the finite-volume Gibbs mea
n>1
sures {PAn,f)}n>1 for increasing sets A C A+1, A Z. Here PA,(A) =
PA, (lrA(A fl 5())) for A C B(S).
The finite-volume measure PA for the temperature ,6 is defined by the Gibbs
ansatz:
/ A_ exp{_i3HA(&’i)}
ESAESA exp {—c3HA (sA1X)}
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where HA (sA19 is the Hamiltonian of the system in the finite vessel A with the
external (boundary) condition =
Definition Al We say that the probability measure P on B(S) is an infinite-
volume Gibbs state for the system (A.1) if it belongs to the closed convex hull
of the set of weak accumulation points of the sequence {A,()}ACz for A t Z.
Hence, the triple (S, B(S), F) is the infinite-volume Gibbs probability space.
Remark A.2. Recall that a probability measure P on B(S) is called a DLR state
(limiting Gibbs measure [1J—[5j) for the system (A.1) if for each finite set A C Z
and conflguration& E $A the corresponding conditional probability with respect
to o-algebra B(SA) satisfies the DLR equation:
p {1(sA)IB(S)} (s) = PA,s(SA), (A.2)
P-almost sure, for 5A = sIA and 5A = sIX, cf. (A.1). For system with “bona-fide”
interactions (e.g., for the Ising model with a short-range interaction) the notions
of infinite-volume Gibbs state and DLR state are equivalent. But for the Curie-
Weiss model the right-hand side of (A.2) has no meaning because Hamiltonian
HA(sAI) does not exists for the configurations s E 5, see (2.3). Hence, for this
model we are left only with Definition A.1. Moreover, for the Curie-Weiss RFIM
the situation is even more complicated, see Sections 2 and 3.
If P is a measure on B(S), we define its projections (marginals) Pr = 0 71
on B(S1’) by pr(A) = P(ç1(A)), A B(S1’). If C F, then by definition of
the cylinder sets one gets ir’(B) = irf’(B x S1’\) for B e B(S). Therefore,
measures p and pj’ are related by the consistency conditions:
p(B) = pr(B x S1”), B e B(Sj. (A.3)
By the Kolmogorov theorem one can reverse this procedure and construct on B(S)
a probability measure using the marginals satisfying (A.3).
Proposition A.2 (Kolmogorov’s Theorem) Let {pr}rcz, IF <00, be afam
ily of probability measures on {B(S1’)}1 z which are consistent in the sense (A.3).
Then there exists a unique probability measure P on B(S) such that P0 ‘7rj’ = pr
for all finite I’ C Z.
Remark A.3. It is clear, that the process described by Proposition A.1 is not just
a question of reconstructing the measure on the space (5, B(S)) from its projec
tions on the {B(Sr)} . On the other hand, one can obtain consistent marginals
{pr}rcz as weak accumulation points of the probability measures {PA,(B x
SAr)}
for Al Z and B E B(S1’). If now, according the Proposition A.2, one reconstructs
a probability measure on B(S) from these marginais, then by Proposition A.1 it
has to coincide with one of the weak accumulation point {w-limPA(.)}.
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Appendix B
Here we list the statements about the Laplace method which are needed in the
Sections 3—5. The main difference from the standard Laplace method (see, e.g.,
[34]) is contained in the randomness of the function
GA(y; h) =
—
> incosh {/3(h, + y)], (B.1)t
.IEA
where the random field h = {h,},Ez is the sequence of i.i.d.r.v in the probability
space (Rz, B(Rz), A). Here A is the infinite-product measure: dA = fl,Ez dv, with
identical one-dimensional marginals v(z) = Pr{h, z}.
Lemma B.1 Let the probability measure v be such that JR dv(z) < oo. Then
the fiLnction C(y) = y2
—
6’E,,{lncosh i3(h, + y)]}, cf. (3.6), is infinitely dif
ferentiable on R (G C°°(R)) and
t-limâGA(y; h) ‘‘ t9G(y), k 0, (B.2)
uniformly on any compact K C R.
Proof. The first assertion of the lemma is the consequence of analiticity of the
function lncosh[,B(z + z)] in the strip IImzl < , the integral representation
EL,{lncosh[/3(h, + y)j} = Jdv(x) lncosh{3(z + y)]
and the boundedness of the first moment of the measure v. By straightforward
calculations one can show that 9k [GA(y; h) — y2j <ck for arbitrary h E RZ and
y E R. Hence, for any k 0 the set {ôGA(y; h)}A h is a uniformly equicontinuous
family of functions on R. By the Strong Law of Large Numbers for i.i.d.r.v.
{9lncosh [3(h, + )]} we obtain that
t- lim8G(y; h) A;. 8G(y)
for any fixed y E R. Let S denote the subset of configurations for which (B.2) is
violated. Then A(S) = 0. Let K c R be compact and let Y C K be a countable
dense set. Then A (UYEyS) = 0. Therefore, convergence (B.2) occurs for A-a.a.
configurations h on Y and by continuity we obtain it on K. Now the second as
sertion is the consequence of uniform equicontinuity of the family {9GA(y; h)}A
and the Arzelà.-Asco]j theorem [33].
Corollary B.1 If Yo E (a, b), 8G(yo) > 0 and G(yo) < G(y) for y E (a, b) and
y yo, then there is N0 such that, for N > N0 and for A-a.a. h E Rz, there
is sequence {)} c (a, b) such that GA(y; h) < GA(y; h) for y E (a, b) and
YYo, and y—’y0,asATZ, A-a.s.
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Definition B.1 Let Yo é R correspond to a minimum of the function f(y) and
f(y) = f(yo) - yo)2k + o [(!I - yo)2k} (B.3)
as y — yo. According to [34] we call k the type and ) = 8f(yo) > 0 the strength
of the minimum Yo.
Below we list the statements which we need for the proof of the Theorem 4.1.
They are nothing but an extension of the standard Laplace method to the case
when the measures {(dy; h)}A are random.
Lemma B.2 Let the function G(y) have on the interval (a, b) the minimum !Io
of the type k=1. Then there is a compact V = [—8,8], S > 0 and functions YK =
y = y(t) on this domain such that: A(yA(t)) = GA(yA(t) + y; h) —
GA(y; h) = 12 and (y(t)) = G(y(t) + Yo) — C(yo) = 12,1 E V. In addition
= 0)
= [(A) ] and yA(t) y(t), as Al Z, uniformly on V
forn0 and A-a.a. hERZ.
Proof. By the Taylor formula we get
GA(y) = y2 fdt(1 — t)c9GA(yt + y; h) y2gA(y). (B.4)
Then by Lemma B.1 one gets that the functions gi(y) e C0o(R) and converge
uniformly on compacts to
g(y)
=
di (1 — t)8G(yt + yo),
for )j-a.a. h. We obtain the same representation, cf. (B.4), for (y) : (y) =
y2g(y). Hence, functions yA(t), y(t) are defined by relations
12
=y2gh(y), t =y2g(y). (B.5)
Therefore, the last assertion of the lemma is a consequence of the above mentioned
properties of the functions g(y) and g(y).
Lemma B.3 Let the conditions of the Lemma B. be satisfied and in addition
{coA(y)}A C2[a,bJ. Then the integral
b
IA(a, b)
= j dy PA(Y) exp [—/3NGA(y; h)]
has the following asymptotic form for N —* cc and A-a.a. h E
1.
IA(a, b) = exp {—NGA(y; h)j {2(A) h) } +0 (‘)j.(B.6)
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Proof. Let [—6,61 be as in Lemma B.2 and 7A IA(tA(—S), tA(S)) where tA(y) is
defined by the first equation (B.5). By the change of variables: y = yA(t) + !4A)
we can rewrite the integral IA in the form (see Lemma B.2):
‘A = exp [—NGA(y; h)j J6 dt I3Ntcp(y(t) + A)) (B.7)
Now, using the expansion rA(t) = rA(O) +t8rA(O) +t28rA(9t), 0 < S < 1, for
the function LA(t) = ôtyA(t)pA (yA(t) +
,A)) the results of the Lemma B.2 and
the change of variables: 3Nt2 = z, we reduce (B.7) to the right-hand side of (B.6).
By the condition Yo E (a, b) we have
(A)
mm GA(y; h) = a > GA(yo ; h)
yE[ab]\[vo—e,yo +eJ
for > 0 and by Lemma B.1 there is > 0 such that ah — GA(y; h) for all
large enough N and any h. Then IA(a, b)
— ‘A = exp [—/3NGA(y; h)] 0 (e_).
I
Corollary B.2 Let {y}1 be the set of global minima of G(y) of the equal types
{k(yo) = 1} and {cpA(y)}A C C2(R). Then one gets the following asymptotic
form for the integral
JpA(dy; h)YA(y) = [p1..(y) +0 (Nj] °A)) (B.8)
as N —f oo. Here
WA,(y)
= exp[_NGA(Y;h)]{Nô2(h)} (B.9)
and h e Rz.
Finally, the fluctuations, which appear due to dependence of GA(y; h) on the
random field configuration h e Rz, are controlled by the Lemma 4.1 and
Lemma B.4 Let ,‘o be a global minimum of C(y) of the type k = 1 and {}A
be the sequence of minima of the functions {GA(y; h)}A, converging to !/o (see
Corollary B.1). Then for the A-a.a. configurations h we have asymptotically
A)
— Yo = (N—+j, (B.1O)
as N —. co, for an arbitrary small e > 0.
P roof. Let i,bA(y; h) = tanh3(h + y). Then by the definition of the points
(A)
Yo and Yo we have
(A)
— Yo = {A(y; h) — ii’A(yo; h)] + {1I’A(yo; h) — yol = (B.11)
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= 8bA(YO + OA(yo; h) — Yo) ; h) ((A) — Yo) + [bA(yo; h) — yo],
where 0 <OA(y; h) <1 for any A, y and )i-a.a. h. By Lemma B.1 and Corollary
B.1 for k = 1 there is N0 and the intervai [a, bJ Yo such that for N> N0 one has
A)
e (a, b) and ôb(y; h) <1 for y e [a, bJ and )-a.a. h E RZ. Hence, using
(B.11) we obtain for the N —p co (and )-a.a. h) the following asymptotic relation:
(A)
=o{ 1 i[tanh(hi+Yo)_Evt(hi+Yo)}}. (B.12)
,EA
Now, the assertion of the lemma is the consequence of the Law of the Iterated
Logarithm applied to the arithmetical mean of the i.i.d.r.v. in the right-hand side
of(B.12). II
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Figure captions
Fig.1. Phase diagram for the Curie-Weiss RFIM with h = ±H and the evolution
of the shape of the function G(y) (see (5.1)) near the bottom. The solid
line corresponds to the critical points. The points on the dashed line
correspond to the first-order phase transitions.
Fig.2. Solutions of the self-consistency equation
= [tanh(3(y + H)) + tanh(3(y — H))]
corresponding to ôG(y) = 0, mm1,G(y) = G(yo). The step-function
corresponds to fi = oo and H = Hc. Curves (a),(b) and (c) correspond
to the bottoms (a),(b) and (c) in Fig. 1 respectively. The magnetization
m(.)
= L=12 t()(.)y, where t(’)(.) {0, 1} with Pr = and t(2)(.) =
1 —
